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Updates from this week

● I no longer think my code has bugs
○ I ran the 40MHz data through my code and got good results

○ Reproduced similar results to Liam by training over the L1 data

● I found some MC that includes L1 objects, tested the L1 model
○ jj JZ2 and JZ4

○ HHbbtthadhad

● Ran preliminary study of Compression FactorTM as an AD benchmarking 

metric with 40MHz data
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Trained over all L1 events (including zerobias)
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So I don’t think my code has a bug
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So I put the L1 MC through the HLT model trained over L1 objects

             Trained over HLT events with HLT objects                                              Trained over HLT events with L1 objects
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So I put the L1 MC through the HLT model trained over L1 objects

             Trained over HLT events with HLT objects                                              Trained over HLT events with L1 objects
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So I put the L1 MC through the HLT model trained over L1 objects

In general, these networks (especially the HLT objects network) are very volatile 

between trainings. 

Is it possible the MC is not a good approximation of this EB run because of some of 

the tags being used?
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How good is the network at reconstructing each variable?
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I also tested this out on the L1 model trained on ALL events
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I also tested this out on the L1 model trained on ALL events
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Is the L1 network                                                                                                     Can make 2d hist

just a MET detector?                                                                                              of MET vs AD score,

                              maybe Liam can do this  



Study of compression factor as AD benchmark metric

● I took a regular AE with MSE loss, and trained 20 different versions with a 

hyperparameter tuner

●   For each version, looked at signal efficiency at fixed FPR, signal AUC, as well as 4 

metrics:
○ m_1: compression_factor / mean AD score, where the mean AD score was computed 

over the test split of the background data

○ m_2: compression_factor / (1 + mean AD score) 

○ m_3: (compression_factor / mean AD score) * variance AD score

○ m_4: (compression_factor / (1 + mean AD score)) * variance AD score

● Where compression_factor = input dimension / latent dimension
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Study of compression factor as AD benchmark metric

● I then made 2d histograms comparing each variable, here are a few examples

● Where the y axes are signal efficiency at 10e-4 / 10e-5
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Study of compression factor as AD benchmark metric

● Some of these look a bit correlated, and others look completely random / 

uncorrelated

● Hard to tell with only 20 points

● Also can use more extreme hyperparameter values which will intentionally tank 

performance to see how these metrics react
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Study of compression factor as AD benchmark metric

There’s also some other metrics I’d like to test out:

● Some kind of latent space entropy, e.g.
○ calculate variances along each latent direction, then normalize. Call these norm_vars
○ Metric = -sum(norm_vars * log(norm_vars))

● Stability of latent representations
○ compute latent representations for multiple subsets of background data, then calculate 

average cosine similarity or euclidean distance between each subset. Higher stability (higher 
cosine similarity of lower distance) indicates the network is reliable at encoding typical data

● Latent space density
○ use kernel density estimation (KDE) or nearest-neighbor distances in latent space to estimate 

the density of data. More uniform density might indicate the network is not overfitting to 
specific features of the data, resulting in better generalization
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